Florida Floodplain Managers Association
2019 Annual Conferences
Abstracts
Title: The Building Code Effectiveness Grading Schedule (BCEGS) ‐ The BCEGS and CRS
Connection
Length: 90 minutes
Subject: Regulatory Building
Target Audience: Building Code Officials and Local CRS Coordinators
Presenter Name: Dale Thomure, CBO, CFM
Manager ‐ Community Hazard Mitigation
ISO
Biography: Dale is a Manager of Community Hazard Mitigation with ISO. In this capacity, Dale is
responsible for the implementation of the Building Code Effectiveness Grading Schedule
(BCEGS) at the national level. Prior to his tenure at ISO, Dale worked for 20 years as a
Community Development Director and as a Building Code Official in municipal
governments.
Co‐Presenter: None
Biography:
Abstract: Session covers the background and application of ISO’s BCEGS program. Participants will
gain a better understanding of the key criteria used in the evaluation process and the
overall impact of the classification. Session attendees will also gain a better
understanding of national trends in building code enforcement and will be able to
compare their own departments to the national trends to discover how they are
progressing compared to their peers.
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Abstracts
Title: The People Map System
Length: 90 minutes
Subject: Outreach
Target Audience: Everyone
Presenter Name: Michael DelCharco, P.E., CFM
VP, Water Recources
Taylor Engineering
Biography: Michael DelCharco, P.E. is a professional engineer with 27 years of consulting
experience. His twelve‐year personal experience with PeopleMap and its ease of
applicability led him to become a certified trainer in 2017.
Co‐Presenter: None
Biography:
Abstract: Join us for this special introductory session to the PeopleMap™ system. Like the Myers‐
Briggs personality type indicator, but easier for participants to understand and
implement, this proven program is designed to revolutionize the way people relate to
one another and work together. This program profoundly impacts work groups and
teams by providing new tools that result in effective collaboration.
Walk away with a new understanding of what drives you and others to think and react
the way you do, and how you can use this knowledge to make your interactions more
effective.
This 90‐minute session is a great opportunity for you as a leader, manager, co‐worker, or
parent to evaluate the system for use with your own team, staff, and family.
About the Session:
Each participant in the seminar will complete the PeopleMap questionnaire to determine
their main personality type. There are four core personality types: Leader, People, Free
Spirit, and Task. Each type has 3 inborn strengths, as well as an Achilles’ Heel.
Participants will learn about the strengths of their main type, important motivators,
their communication style, weaknesses of their type and areas for potential
improvement.
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